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 User’s manual (Function) 
 
 The functions of KOS are as below. 
  
 1. Keyless operation function  
  1) Door entry function (unlock) 
   By touching a door sensor on DR/AS door or pressing Unlock SW of a tail gate while bringing a FOB, 

KOS and FOB performs authentication by two-way communication and all doors are unlocked. 
 
  2) Door entry function (lock) 
   By pressing Lock SW on DR/AS/Tail gate door while bringing a FOB, KOS and FOB performs 

authentication by two-way communication and all doors are locked 
 
  3) Engine start function 
   By pressing IG Push SW on a key cylinder while bringing a FOB, KOS and FOB performs 

authentication by two-way communication and stereing handle lock is released. After that, engine start is 
permitted when rotating IG knob up to RUN position. 

 
 2. Keyless entry function 
   By pressing Lock button on a FOB, all doors are locked. By pressing Unlock button, all doors are 

unlocked. 
 
 3. Remote control engine starter function 
   By operating a remote control engine starter, an engine starts/stops. 
 
 
 4. Immobilizer function 
   By performing authentication by two-way communication between a KOS and transponder when engin 

start is performed using a mechanical key with a transponder, unauthorized engine start like stealing is 
avoided. 

 
5. TPMS function 

This can warn a driver by lighting or flashing a warning lamp when tire air pressure decrease is detected. 
 
 

○FCC WARNING 

Changes or modifications not expressly approved by the party responsible for compliance could void the user’s 
authority to operate the equipment. 
 
This device complies with Part 15 of the FCC Rules and RSS-Gen of IC Rules.. Operation is subject to the 
following two conditions:  

(1) this device may not cause harmful interference, and  
(2) this device must accept any interference received, including interference that may cause undesired 
operation.  

“Complies with RSS-GEN of Industry Canada” 
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